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The purpose of this paper is to study some properties of random time changes in recurrent 
potential theory. In particul ar we show that the Martin recurrent boundary is not invariant under a 
random time change. We then obtain a characterization of random time change destroying a 
boundary point. We also give some complement about the recurrent boundary connected with 
“special additive functionals”. We have for example a representation at the boundary of solutions 
of the Poisson’s equation q(l- U, j = - U,(x, . ) by using local time at x. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to study some properties of random time changes in 
recurrent potential theory. In particular we shall see that the Martin recurrent 
boundary introduce in [7] is not invariant under a random time change. We shall 
obtain a characteriz tion of random time change destroying a boundary point. We 
We shall also give some complement about the recurrent boundary connected with 
‘*special additive functionals”. We have for example a representation at the b’oun- 
dary of solutions of the Poisson’s equation ~(1 - U1) = - U,(x, l )by using local time 
at x. 
The first part conduct o the concept of “A-strongly special” functions which are a 
localizatior of special function of Neveu. This notion connected with the boundary 
by ‘3-stroqly special function” (s belonging to the boundary) will give in the second 
part an example of random time change destroying locally the boundary. 
The second part is devoted to the Martin boundary. This work is the continluation 
of [7]. So Iye use the same notations. In all the paper ( U,),,o will be a Markov 
resolvent 01 the state space (E, 8). All functions are supposed to be measurable. For 
each positire and bounded function h, we use the Neveu tabou kernel, 
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when a > SUpE h and Mk is the kernel of multiplication by the function k. we write 
h E 8, (resp. h E W’,) to say that h is a posi ive function (resp, bounded and positive). 
They satisfy the resolvent equation: 
ksh, c (UhM&n& = vk. 
n*O 
We shall assume in the whole paper that (U,), XI is a Harris ~eso~ve~t; i.e. there exist 
a positive o-finish measure m such that 
(VAE 8) (m(A)>03 &(A)= 1). 
It is well known that Harris condition implies the existence of a unique invariant 
measure p, up to a multiplicative constant, and that Harris condition holds for ~1. 
When it will exist we shall denote by X = (XI, St, &, P,! the Markov process of 
resolvent (U& >o. When we shall need tcpqlogical hypothesis E’ will be a locally 
compact set and the bore1 sets. Then we shall always suppose that p char 
open sets. 
2. Random time change and A-special functions 
2.1. Random time change 
We introduce random time change and first generalize the “tabou” kernel of 
Neveu to all functions of 8 +- 
Proposition 2.1. FOP all functions h E g+, f E ZK ar- d for all sequences (h,,) of 
functions of b8’+ such that h, t h, the decreasing limit oY_ c ,,J f) i;r independent of (h,). 
This defines a unique kernel U,-,. If (U ) a a>O is associated to a Markov process X, 
&(f)(x) = E, 1,” exp( - 1)’ h(&) ds)ffx,) dt, 
where 
Th =inf h(x,) ds = +oo 
and for all functions k s h of 
c tUhMk-h)nUh = Ex 
n30 
[or,exp(-[o'kbs~ ds)f(x,) dt. 
Take k E b%+ such that k c lim, h,, the 
and sd the limit does not depend on (h,,). Kf 
im, uh,(f) for all f E b%,- 
s associate to ( ua)a>o for 
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all bounded and positive functions k < h, we can write 
f rrd"UhWW=E " 
I 0 
fb') dr'exp( - Ih(~,) ds) 
X ['fh -Mx',hh 1'. 9 . 1' (h -~)(~',W,,. 
e t1 t n-1 
It is eas n to in the formula of the proposition. 
the proposition that in general if k G h we have only Uk > 
. But for A and p in R+ we have always UCLh =xnaO (A -p)“Uhnh+’ 
we define a sub Markovian resolvent (%A,=+ 
~efiul~lon 202= The passage ?h from reSOlverit ( &)A >. t0 resolvent (h[J,+), j. is called 
the mndom time change associate to the function h. We shall write T~[( uA)h,O] = 
(Wdxm- 
If (U&,0 is the resolvent of tk Markov process X, then (hUA)A,o is the resolvent 
of the process ‘X = (&,I, Rh~l~, &,,w, Px), and I is the stoppmg time defined by 
t C 
I 
t,(t) 
h (x,) ds. 
0 
The terminal time Tj, is the explosion time of the process ‘X. 
It comes from what we just have said that the transform by a random time change 
of a Harris resolvent is not necessarily aHarris resolvent. We shall consider a set of 
functions h such that (hU ) a (1 >. is still Harris. Let us recall for that, that, we denote by 
9 (9&, Y1) the set of Neveu’s special functions with respect to (U&,0 (see [2]) 
(special bounded, and bounded by 1): 
Y= 
i 
f~8+)VhEb~+supUh(fj4~ . 
E I 
When h.L 1, ~1, for h E 8+, will be Harris we shall write Sh for the set of special 
function with respect o (“I.?, 
We denote N (resp. N’) the 
CU3 ), 3”): 
and also 9’~,9’:). 
set of change with respect to (Uol)cu,l) (resp. 
Recall at last that a kernel W is a recurrent potential kernel of (U,) if 
VfE <*, 
VfEN,VaEIW+, t&f +cYu,Wf = Wf. 
(1) 
(2) 
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It is well known that if W is such a kernel all recurrent potential kernel are given by 
W’ = W + @ @ p + 1 @ v (@ a finite function, u a measure finite Cn 9). 
Then we have 
Proposition 2.3. Let h c %+ such that p (h) > 0 and suppose there exist 
kc b8+, k s h with uk =xnsO (UhlMh-k)‘Uhg (2.3.l) 
Then the following properties hold : 
(1) Uh(h) = 1, h l pUh =p, far all h’ s h, if h’ satisfies KM), then Ut8e = 
CnaO (&&6,-k)%. 
(2) The resolvent (“W ) Q a>O is Harris, its invariant measure is h 9 p. 
(3) (fEyhI e tfhEy)- 
(4) If W is a recurrent potential kernel for (U& WM,, is also one for (hW&=.U. 
(5) If ( U, ) Q >. is the resolven t oj”a process X, then the condition (2 3.1) is equivalent 
for h E %+ to 
Px[Th==+ooj=l foraiixd?. (2.3.2) 
If 9 is the set of functions satisfying (2.3. l), 9 is a convex cone, stable on the left, and 
stable by multiplication by functions of 68,. The function of 9 are p finite, almost 
everywhere. 
We write h& for the “tabou” kernel of k related to (“klk), Po. Then the proof of 
the proposition lays on the lemma: 
Lemma. For all h in Y and k in @+, “u& = C/ltkMh. 
The lemma results from the fact that if k is a bounded positive function and ar a 
real, QI 2 h, then 
huk = c [(hv(lMa-k)“3h& = c ( UhuMa,,_,,k)“UhuMh = uhkMh, 
nz0 
Now for k E g+ the result comes from h& lim & h&,9 where (k,,) is an increasing 
sequence of bounded positive +n,ctions with lim,# t k, = k. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. The equivalence between (2.3.1 and (2.3.2) results from 
Proposition 2.1. We now prove that (“U ) a a>o is Harris under condition (2.3.1). Since 
( Ua)azo is Harris, there exist a \tricriy positive function ko c 1 such that CC (k(j) 9 0 
Up 10 gS The function 
kl k” -.kl[h ~q+k&h<q 
is serictty pusiGve on E and satisfies ICI s k. s I, hkl s ko. The &kl)>() and 
&k, a &a 10 p. This proves that 
G, N@hp. 
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And so, from 123, the resolvent (hU ) a (1 >. is Harris, its invariant measure being h l g 
from 
~1s h in 
We shall prove now that f~ 9” if and only if fE 3’. Suppose that hfE 9, then for all 
function k such that ~(ttk)>O, l*&(f) = Udhf) is bounded and so f E lYh. Con- 
tersely, there exists a positive real (Y such that g [0 < h < cy] > 0. Take ko a strictly 
positive function with L&b 10 p. The function kl = (l/a)k&o~~tca] satisfies 
&(/z&r)>0 and hkl ~ko, so 
uk@f) s Uhkt(hf) = '*&c,(f) 
and the right side is a bounded function since f E 14ph. So hf c 9’. The other properties 
are easily computed. 
Remark. Take k a positive function such that p(k) > 0, Uk 3 10 p. We can 
construct he positive recurrent potential kernel associated 
w= c [(Uk-10CL)8Mk]n(Uk-10~)~ 
?I 30 
Then for all h E 9 we have 
which are the relations given by Neveu for functions of M%‘+. 
We also have the following corollary: 
C~rsllary. If h and h’ belong to 9’ and if 1 h - h ‘1 E 9, then 9: = 9;‘. 
We also may compose random time change as follows: 
Lemma. Let h, h’cz 9’and k E g+. If h’= kh, then k E Yh and TJ(~K)] = .(h’UO). We 
shall write Th’ = ?k 0 7/p 
As we can see, the notion of random time change can be done easily with the 
algebraic technics of Neveu operators Uh. Of course more general random time 
changes are constructed with additives functionals as it is written in [ 11, the particular 
case of functions is closed to the notion that we are going to introduce in !Section 2.2. 
Jerst before we shall make a last remark. 
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We have cunsidered, for function h of 9, the set 9 of special functions for 
(hUCAx>~* If A = (h > 0) it is normal to only consider for (‘U&o the state space 
E\A” = A. For all A: the measure ‘U”(X, l ) does not change AC. But then, the natural 
definition of special function should be the functions f: E + + such that for all 
k E b8, SUPA “&(f) < 00. in fact the following proposition shows that there is 
nothing new from SPh: 
Proposition 2.4. Let h E 9, for all functions f E th, be bounded OM A = {h 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) (Vk E g+, /=dhk)>OhupA h&tf+=@. 
(2) f E yh. 
Proof. There is just to prove (l)*(2). So take k E 8’+, k s 1 and p(hk) > 0. Then 
hksh and 
Uhdhf) = Uh(hf)+ Uh~~r+dbdhf)) 
S(supf)&(h)+(sup v,,chf+..(h -hk). 
A A 
This gives supE hu& (f) < 00 and so f E yh. 
Remark. Suppose that (cl&) is the resolvent of a Markov process X. From Markov 
property we easily prove Proposition 2.4: 
uhdhf)(x)=E,I*mexp( -I’(hk)(x,)ds)h(x,)l(x.ldr 
T 0 
= Ex[U,,&fW]<sup U&(f), 
A 
Where T = inf{t 3 8, .xI E Aj. 
2.2. A-strongly special functions 
We are now going to introduce a notion which has been first studied by Numelin 
[3] under the name: of “f-strongly uniform” set but which is in fact a localization of 
Neveu’s special functions. By the way of random time &ange it is easy to obtain 
many properties o-f those functions. 
efinition 2.5. Let f E 8, and A E ‘? with p(A) > 0. The function f is said to be 
A-strongly special if for each function h E 8+, ~(h / 30 Sup,4 &tf)<~. 
Clearly all special functions are “A -strong special” for all A E %I Now one of 
most important property of special bound function h is [2] the fact that &*a 
10 k’ when CL’ is a measure quivalent o p. This turns as follows: 
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Proposition 2.6 Let f be a strongly special function. If f is bounded and if p ( f) B 0, 
there exist a measure ~1’ - p such that 
e proof is the same as the proof of the proposition of Neveu [2]. If we take 8 E IO, 
1 [, we obtain in the same way 
[@(l -f)a]3e(l ==-9)UD(f) 
and so on A, 
so 
(1 - @)UBcna (1 - @‘“PA %3(f) = c, 
Ue/aceObp on A. 
The fact that we can remove 8 means that we may do the same for e/,: 
[&(a > 1) instead of VI.1 
Proposition 2.7. For a function f E 8, and a part A E 8 such that p(A) > 0, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is ‘A-strongly special’. 
(2) The function U*(f) is bounded on A and belongs to YA. 
(3) For one function ho% lA, 
SUPA &&fi < 00. 
(4) Let h E 8, such that 
o[(Uh-1ocC)M,]“(Uh-1oc1). 
strictly positive on A with Uj,,,~1@~, 
p(h): 9, Uha1@ and put w= 
Then f E L:(p) and su])A W(f)Coo. 
Proof. (l)*(2). For all h s 1A with p(h)>0 we have 
uh(f)= uA(fl+Uh[(lA-h)t&f$ 
It fOllows that supA u&l,- h)UJ”jC 00. But UA(f) is bou,nded on A and as h is 
equal to zero on A’ we get hUsfa ch, where c = supA &f, so &[h&f] S c&(h) = 
c. This proves with Proposition 2.4 that U4f~ YA. 
(2)+ (3). Since U’(f) E yA, S&!pE “Ub( f) < 00, SO 
sup &,[(l A -ho)UA(f#=‘. 
E 
But as supA uA( f) < 00, the resolvent equation gives SUPA L&(f) C 00. 
(3)+(4). We suppose ha =G 1 A, then uA( f) s ;uhO( f) and so uA( f) iS bounded on 
A. NOW, 
AU&?&= &[lAUAif)] 
= &&lA- hD)UA(f)+ &,(hovAf) 
> 
&,(ho) 
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It follows that supA A&,( u,.& < 00. This proves that u#) E p. But then uA(f) is 
in Li(lA l p) and we may conclude that f~ Lr( p). Let W be the recurrent potential 
kernel of Neveu associated to ho, then we have Wfs W&,(f)+ W(hJ&,(f)) and as 
L-ho-l-k 
sup Wf -up (I,(f)+(suP UJIo(f)) 
A A A 
Now for another function h, UtS 2 1 OF, the associate potential kernel ’ satisfied 
W’G W+(l/~(ho))W’(ho)@~. This gives supA W’(_f)<o~. 
(4)+ (1). For every function h’ E 68, with &(!‘I’) IZ+ 0, we have 
V(f)+(l/&h))Ukl(h)p(f) as f E L+(p). This proves that supA &e(f)< 
that f is A-strongly special. 
Corollary 1. If A is a special set with respect to ( V, ), a function f is A-strongly special 
if and only if 
sup uA(f)<a. 
A 
Corollary 2. If f is ,4-strohgly special for A E % and bounded on A, then f E YA. 
This corollary comes from AUk(f)S UtJfnf) (k C 1~) and so supA AU&Ca3. 
Now it is clear that every function of YA which is null on A’ is in .Y. Then we get 
also: 
Corollary 3. Every function f, A-strongly special, bounded on A and equal to zero on 
A’, is special. 
The function f, A-strongly special generated, the space L:(p) in the following 
sense: 
Corollary 4. For all functions f E L$. (p ), there exists an increasing sequence of special 
sets (A,) with lim, t A,, = E (a.e.) such that for each n, f is A,-strongly special. 
Proof. Take a strictly positive function h satisfying & 3 18~. The associated 
potential kernel verifies h . p W = c - t,c (c E 08,). So, if f E L:(p), Wf is finite almost 
everywhere. The sets A,, = { Wf s n} give the result of th? corollary. 
We begin by some complements on the boundary of a I-Iarris resolvent. They use 
the notion of special additive functionals introduced by Brancovan [l]. We shall use 
the notations of [7]. In a later section we shall studv the influence of a random time 
change on the boundary. 
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3.1. Special addike ftdnctional and boundary 
be a Harris resolvent, p its invariant measure. The boundary of 
y the Choquet’s representation of h-invariant measures, hE Y1, 
nvariant measures are the u-finite measures which satisfy, 
The cone of h-invariant measures is denoted by Ih. Let us remark the following 
emma 3.1. For a a-finite measure vand a function h E 9’1, ifv(h) < a, the following 
statements are equioalen t : 
(1) -Ih, 
(2) (Vp>h,pcR”r) vMP-&,=v, 
(3) p >o, PVtJp+h = v. 
Furthermore (3) is true since it is true for one p > 0. 
Proof. Q 1) =$ (2). If u E IA, v is a finite measure on special bounded functions and the 
lresolvent equation gives 
(Vf~5%) vM1-&,f =v(f)+v(l-p)&f. 
(2) =3 (3). Let p 2 h, from the resolvent equation again 
(vf c 96) v(f) = ~+h&f = vi&-&+t,f+ vM,U,+h(f) = ~vu,+h( f)> 
As U’ - U# = (q -p)U,U’, (3) is true for all p as soon as it is true for one p > 0. 
(3) =$ (1). Again the resolvent equation gives 
But U,f is bounded so 0 s vMh&f s l~U~fllmv(h) c 00 and then 
This proves the lemma. 
We shall now suppose that (IJ ) a a>O is the resolvent of a standard Markov process 
X. In particular UJCK) c Cb for all cy > 0, where CK and C,, are the sets of 
cont,nuous functions on E with compact support and continuous and bounded 
functions. We denote by Qz the set of special additive functionals (S.A.F.) (see [l] for 
the definition) which associated measure (see [4]) is not equal to zero. For all A E @ 
we are going to define the set IA of A-invariant measure. 
Definition 3.2, For all S.A.F. A with a none zero meaciure VA, a positive measure v is 
said to be A-invariant if for all p E R ? 
(1) pV&+A=& 
(2) PVU,qA(l)<~ 
(3.2.1: 
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with the notation 
U;f(x) = E, Ia’ exp( - &If (Xl dA, 
0 
where r(?, and B are two Izontinuous additive functionals (C.A.F.). 
We shall intrduce a notation in order to simplify the measure of (2) in the 
definition. For that just remark that if u E 1~ and if B is a C.A.F., then for ali p9 
OfRT 
PzfU,B+A =p’uU,B.+A. (3.2.2 
This is just coming from the resolvent equation for additive functionals: 
pVu;+A = pVu;+A +pvu;:.u,B.+* (p < p') = P’YU,B,A. 
Thus we shall write Y’ for the measure of (3.2.2). That is 
Y 0 = pYU,B+A 
for one p > 0. 
We just remark also that if A is the S.A.F. defined by 
A, = [ ’ h (Xs) ds, the cone IA is equal to Ih. And if B is the C.A.F. 
Jo 
!Pr 
B, = 
J 
k(XB) ds, then yB = k 9 u. 
0 
Now we get the same result as in [7] but generalized to S.A.F. 
Proposition 3.3. Let A and B two S.A.F. 
Then there exist a positive constant k which 
A-invariant measures Y 
whose associated 
depend only on A 
re are non null. 
and B such that for ail 
(3.3.1) 
The cones IA are all isomorphic for A E @. If u BA is the isomorphism from 1,~ to IS, 
vZfE IA,[UB,A(~)](1)=~*(l)~ 
roof. We have just to prove (3.3. I) when B 3 A (in the other case we shall compose 
with IA+&. We need to prove first the next lemma: 
. If A and B are two S.A.F.‘s and C is a C.A.F. (UC > 0), then for all v E I& 
B-A C 
Y ugw . (3.3.2) 
. From the resolvent e ion 
C 
u= d.JAc+I =a;+1 +vu~s;'u,',,. 
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Now for all C.A.F., C, 
/ a VA + t.f:;f 
indeed, by a recurrent argument on N, 
B-A 
A+1 
But setting C = 1 the recurrent hypothesis gives 
YU!L? p$ (ue+,)p Q1v, = 3 
SO 
And the lemma comes when pt f + QJ 
We may now obtain (3.3.1). Take B a S.A.F. with B 2 A. Then from [l] there exist 
a measure ~1’ -cc such that U s’a 10~‘. It is easy then to prove Ut 2 10 v’, where 
p’ is an equivalent measure to VA. 
If we take C =A in (3.3.2) we get, 
u e-n(l)r+)VA(l)<q 
SO 
#(l)= Y~+*(l)~[l+(V’(l))-*]yA(l), 
and the first part of the proposition is proved. 
In order to obtain the isomorphism between the cones IA we shall show that IA, 
(A S.A.F.) is isomorphic to Is, where B is given by 
I 
.I 
B, = h(Xs) ds, (h E 9’). 
0 
First we remark that if v E IB = &), then v(h) s kvA( 1) c 00 so that if ~~(1) = 0, then 
v is null. If we construct (B 2 A) 
UA,B : rB -+ IA 
B-A 
v-‘v+v UA, 
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it follows from the results above that &?,A and r&%,B are one to one and that 
UB,A 0 UA,B = ids, UA,B 0 ~B,A = idA. This ends the proof of the proposition. 
emark. It follows from the proposition that the measures of IA are Radon’s* 
representation to the boundary of h-invariant measures can be carried to 
invariant measures. So, if we write {U,&, l ); s E S} the set of extremal measure of 
IA = {U E IA 1 vA( 1) C 1) with the cOnVention that for all h 
U& e ), we get a one to one correspondence HZ +jS &&, 0 )m(ds) between the set 
.M+(S) of positive and bounded measure on S and IA. For more details on the 
boundary S see [7]. 
Remark. It is enough for v E IA, that relation (1) of Definition 3.1 is satisfied Tar one 
p>o. 
We are now going to apply the result above to solve the Poisson’s equation for 
measure: 
77(I- W) = - %rU1, 13.4.1) 
where CA =(l/~~(l)) ZQ, A being a S.A.F. Formerly if q is a solution of (3.4.1), 
77 = 7jU1 - &uI. So we can define for all .A.F.‘s a unique measure qn = 
rl# - &#? It is easy to see that TJ’ is a Radon’s measure and moreover q’(f) c 00 
for all f~ L&. Then we gee the proposition 
Proposition 3.4. Let A be a S..4.F. with vA > 0 and CIA 3 1 p. All the solutions v of 
the Poisson aqua tion 
q(I--L/l)= +A’ U1 (~~4/~dW~d (3.4.1) 
which are such that the measure q Ip is finite on yh, are given by 
where v is in IA and 
WA= c (u^n -~OYA)“-~(UA--~@~). 
n=JO 
In particular these solutions v which verify 7 A( 1) = 1 are in one to one correspondence 
with the probability m on S by the formula 
?.j = VA(l) 
f 
[&&, ’ )+ t&s, l ) Im W. 
S 
(NO&2 tiC,.‘i CJ’~ (3, - ) stmds for [ uA(s, ’ >1”, s E s) 
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root. It follows first from Proposition 3.3 that q = v + 6” WA (v E IA) is a sdution of 
(3.4.1)* because 
y, take solution of (3.4.1) with the indicated conditions from VU? = 
This can be written 
+ CAtI,= TJ~+‘UA+~ + CAU~UA+I. 
But GAU, = CAUA+l+ ?~i/fU A+I, as it is a finite measure on functions of 9, we get 
~+~Ath+l=~ A+‘UA++ (3.4.2) 
We now multiply the equality by Ci=(l (UA+lj’; from the fact that the measure 
q(U,&’ is finite on special functions (cf. ?j(UA+l)‘< ~(UIj’), we get 
n+l ?l +l 
tl+cA c (UA+d’= qA C WA+#’ + tlW~+d~+‘~ 
p=l p=l 
We take rt t 00 and obtain q +(l/~A(l))p 2 v*UA. We may suppose that for 
$V)=(l/*+A)) we get q >qAIUA-l@p]. 
Write VA = UA - 1 @cl, for all function f in 9, we then have 
SO the measure q + vA WA and q* VA -t qA V' WA are both finite on 9’. And so 
The proof will be complete if we verify that g70 = ~7 - ~7 * VA is A invariant measure. 
From (3.4.2) we obtain, since q = r)o+ qA WA, 
But UA and WA are connxted by classical relations [l] and so, 
All measures in (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) are finite on functions of 9 so we may conclude 
which shows that v. is A -invariant. 
. We have used the fact, easy to prove, that qA+B = qA + 11~. On an other 
hand we have introduced for q. = q - vA VA the measure 7: = VA - qA V:, where of 
cause V: = U2 - 1 @VA. It is also easy to see that 77;;\. is well defined. 
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There is an interesting application of Proposition 3.4. We make the hypothesis that 
the measure CC charges the thin open set. Then if in x E E the local time L,. exists, it is 
an S.A.F. [l]; its associate measure is 
pn*oved in [l] that we can choose L, 
Reposition 3.4 to obtain a complete 
discrete case. 
8x up to a multiplicative constant and it is 
such that UL, zz 1 @cr. Then we can apply 
generalization of the results of [4] for the 
ClorcBllary. Let x E E, where local time L, exists. Then all solutions o] 
equation, 
77u-- Ul) = - c/1(x, l ), (3.45) 
sxh that for all S.A.F.‘s q B is a finite measure, are given by 
rl = l.d-YLXWL,, 
where v is a Lx-inrlariant measure. In particular, solutions of (3.4.5) are in one to one 
correspondence with positive and finite measure m on S by the formula 
Remark. We also can construct he sets IX of LX-invariant measure as mentioned in 
the corollary. These set are then in particular isomorphic when x E and we have the 
complete generalization of the construction of the recurrent boundary for the 
discrete case of Kemcny shell. 
3.2. Extension to th..! boundary 
We now suppose that the boundary S is not empty. We shall consider the notion of 
h-invariant measure and the set Ij, for any function of 9 (of course & may be trivial). 
For that we study the extension of CJh to (E +S) 
reposition 3.5. Let h E 9. For all s E S and all special functions k 6 h, the formula 
defines a positivk measure Uh (s, 9 ) which does not depend of the function k, finite on the 
functions of Yb and such that 
Moreover if the measure U&s, l ) is not equal to zero, then Uh(s, h ) = 1 and for all 
special functions k G h 
ukh ’ ) = uh(s, ’ ) + uhb, ’ )Mh-k&c* (3.5.3) 
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It follows from the proposition that for all h E Y, 
e begin by a lemma. 
t all k-invariant measures u, 
_&!I,, the measure u’ is finite on S$, and 
= d for all p s v. At last if k’ E ,yb, then 
(4) aJ’= uky,(V) - tl&V)Mh-&,. 
Proof of the lemma. The proof of (1) is the same as the proof of Lemma (1.1) of [7]. 
Let k’ E 9b such that k’ s k s h, we denote VI= uk# k(v) and the corresponding 
measure Y” = v1 - V&&-k&. Then relation (4) means’ that V’ = v”. To show It we 
remark that v1 = Y”+ rfli&_&& and so 
v+uM~+Uk~= v”+ VMj,-&, + uMk-&, + zd&+Uk’Mh-,& 
= u”+ vM,,-~ + uM~-,&~. 
All those measures are finite on Y6. We may conclude 
y” = p - UMh-&, = V’ 
Now there exists an increasing sequence (k,) of functions of &, with lim, f k, = h. 
Put V, = uk,,&), then u’ s u, and 
v’(h)clim t v’(k,)sv,(k,)= v(k). 
n 
We now prove (3). If p > 0 is given, 
v =pJ/I/l,+k +pui&+kUh&+ + uMh-kui+h 
= pV’&+k + VMh-kuhm 
And this gives u’ ‘= pV’&+h. 
From the lemma we get the first purt of the proposition. 
Rerr_ark that (3.53) follows from (3.5.4), so we have just to prove (3.54). For that 
write v = &(s, 9 ) and u’ = e/h@, l )I. As t’ iS excessive for the kernel Mh-&,, its Riesz 
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decomposition iswritten 
Y = ~‘1 +A&& +lim t v(M,+.+U,+)~ = VI +p. 
n 
All those measures are finite on &= The resolvent equation shows that vt is 
k-invariant and so is p. But vr(k)+p(k) = v(k) = 1 and as 
v = vl(k)L+p(k)-P1 
m(k) p(k) 
we must have VI = 0 or p = CF because v is extremal. As u1 ?t 0 we 
v’I + Mh-&.. This is exactly (3.5.4). 
We now get the topological proper 
Proposition 3.6. Let h E Ce be strictly positive and continuous. Then for all f 
the application 
E+S4R+ 
is upper semi-continuous..(C$(E) is the set of positive 
support.) 
functions on E with compact 
. Proof. We take k E C&(E), k G h, p(k) # 0. Then, for all x E E +S, 
u&f) = Uk(&f)+ ukh, ’ Nh -kWdfh 
But we know from Proposition (11.1) and (11.5) of [7] that x + l&(x, f) is continuous 
on E +S, so we have just to prove that x + &(x9 e )[(h -k)&(f)] is lower semi- 
continuous on E + S. 
Let g be a positive bounded and continuous pecial function on E. Then there 
exists a sequence (gm) of CL(E) such that if g, t g, then &(x9 g) = lim, t uk(x l g,) 
for all x E E + S. But I/k( 9 , g,,) is continuous on E + S as we just said and so uk( * , a) 
is lower semi-continuous on E +S. Now the function g = (h - k)Uh( f) is special, 
when f c C&(E) (cf. g s h&(f)), bounded and continuous [7, Proposition W.l)]. 
This proves the proposition. 
We now get some limit result for UP (p E lR=i. 
Propcisition 3.7. For all p > 0 and s E S, 
lim UJx, 9 ) = 0 
x+s 
XEE 
for weak-convergence of measure. 
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Proof. The re (l&(x, 9 )&,:,o are relatively weakly compact, so we have 
just to prove that every adherent measure A of {(i&(x, l )), x + s} is null. Let 
kEtI$(E +p, we have Uk(s, l ) = W& l )Mp-JJp and if x ~5, &(x, l ) = 
qT?cxv l )=+- x, l )A&,-&,. If (x,) is a sequence of E which converges to p (in the 
sense of the topology of E + S defined in [7]), Q,(x~, 9 ) converges to A. We get as 
(xR, 0 ) weakly converges to U&r, b ), that for all fE CL(E), 
And so C,J&, fl +A (f> G Uk (s, fl‘ This means that for all f c CG (E)h (f) = 0 so the 
measure h = 0. 
Corollary 1. Fsr UN compact sets K of E, lim,,, &(x, K) = 0. 
This corollary has the following significance when (V,) is the resolvent of a 
standard process. Put for all compact _K of E 
‘fir =inf{t>OlX,EK}. 
Corollary 2. For all compact sets K of E such that the interior of K is not empty and for 
allaElRT, 
Proof. If the interior of K is not empty, b = infK &(x, K) is strictly positive because 
there exists a continuous function ~$5 with 0 < q5 < 1K. But the Harris condition proves 
that p c &(x, l ), SO as p (4) :> 0, b 2 infK &(x, #) > 0. Now the Markov property 
gives 
U1(x,K)=E,l+me-rlK(X,)dy 
TK 
so U&r, K)> bE,[CTK ] and thus &[7” c a]~e”U~(x, K). This proves the 
corollary. 
We shall now give an example of a set of functions h for which the set of 
h-invariant function is not trivial and which contains the set of special functions. 
i~ion A measurable and positive function f on E is called s-strongly special 
for an s E S if 'there exist a neighbourhood V of s in E + S such that f is ( V f7 E)- 
strongly special. 
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3.9. Let h be a continusus function on E which is s-strongly special9 then 
the measure (U,, (s, l )) is non zero. 
Proof. We have that for an equivalent measure p’ to JA, Vr, 2 1 b7 
neighbourhood of s). So Uh(s, f) = lim,,, &(x, f) 3 y’(f) > 0 for all f 
this gives the proof. 
is a 
and 
3.3. Transform of the boundary by random ti 
Let F be a special function, then the function 1 is special for the resolvent (’ 
and thus the asociated recurrent boundary Sh is empty. This shows that the bo 
is not invariant under a random time change. 
For all random time change rh we shall denote by Sh the associated boundary and 
hlk the cone of k-invariant measures with respect o (h 
h~k = iv EA+(E)lv(k) < 00 pv(“u,+k) = VP ‘0). 
Then we have the following result* 
Proposition 3.10. Let h and h’ be two functions of 9 such that 0 s h s h’ and Iet 
k E Yh. Then khf h’ E tSph’ (with h/h’ = 0 on h = 0) and the application 
is an injection of hIk to h&hlh’. Ail extremal measures of h& have an extremal image in 
h’&h/hV. ( we recall that h& = (u E h& 1 u(k) s l).) 
Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition when h’ = 1. Take v E “Ik, and put 
7 = vM~-&?t,, then $& = v and clearly @k,i s an injection from hlk to l&h* Now 
so qc&k as v(hk)=v(k)<oo, 
Fat all measures 77 of Ihk we have qM,,_hkUh G 7j; so if v E ‘i;, is extremal, then if 
‘r) = QzhJv), the relation 
shows that qi (i = 1,2) are in @h,l(h&) and so A = 0 or A = 1 o This proves that q is also 
extremai. 
e have used the fact that a measure v E Ink belo ,l(hIk) if and 
--hkUh* 
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ry. If h and h’ are two positive functions such that h 6 h’ and h’ - h E Y’b, then, 
for all functions k E “, @i,,r,b is an isomorphism. 
These results must be seen from the point of view of the boundary. If we keep in 
ind the way we used to co uct the recurrent boundary we see that, for example if
s h” are two functions of f Sh and Sh’ are the corresponding boundaries of the 
arris resolven ts (’ ) and (%YY), Pr oposition 3.10 means that Sh c Sh’. Of course, 
is just a condition of compatibility for the notations. That is, if we recall a little 
y construction: 
nction h E T: ‘1 is the set of k-invarian measures with respect o the 
Harris resolvent (hU,)a,O and 
‘fk = (u E hIk 1 u(k) s 1). 
Then, for a fixed h E T, we write thUk(s, l ), s E S”}, the set of all extremal measures of 
“&, for every k E Sh. The result of [7] has proved that Sh does not depend on the 
function k and it is the boundary of (“UJa,o. 
Changing now of function h, we know from Proposition 3.10 that if h, h’ E Y are 
such that h s h’, &h’ : h&& -) “&k is an injection, so we shall get that, if h s h’, then 
S”’ c Sh’ from the following fact: if q f h& is an extremal measure, so is @h&q) in 
h’&k/dz* and if q = h &(s, l ) for one s E Sh, then @hh’(q) = h’&k/& . ): with the same 
s E Sh’ and S” c Sh’. This can be summed up in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.11. Let ( U, )Q ,0 be an Harris resolvent, Sits Martin recurrent boundary. 
Let h and h’ be two functions of 9, 7h and Th’ the associated random time changes and 
(hU,) = Th[(u,)], th’&) = q, f ( UQ )] the transformed Harris resolvents, Sh apd Sh’ the 
corresponding boundaries. Then if h s h’, Sh c Sh’. In particular: For every accelera - 
tion ?h (i.e. h < l), Sh c S. If h is special Sh = (d. 
But when the random time change slackens (i.e. h > l), then Sh 3 S. 
If we gather the results of Propositions 3.5 and 3.10 we already see the following 
result that we just write for an acceleration: 
Proposition 3.12. Let 0 c h s 1 be a function of 5 A point s of S in conserved in the 
random time change 7h (i.e. s E Sh) if and only if U,(s, 9 ) = 0. 
CorolJary 1. Let h E 9, and suppose that s E S still belongs to Sh. Then 
lim uh(x, f) = 0, vf E cK (E)* 
X-+S 
X+E 
This follows from Proposition 3.6: 
X+S 
XEE 
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for all fE C&(E), so 
lim Uh(x, f) = 0. 
X+S 
XCE 
C~ro?llary 2. For every s-strongly special function h, se S”. 
54. ExmnPle of the Brownian unotion on R 
The resolvent of the Brownian motion has the densities 
1 
u&,y)=- 
J5- 
,-JGIX-Yl 
P 
Then, if h is a positive function, the h-invariant measures are absolutely continuous 
and the densities a solution of f’= hf. The converse is easy to obtain if we do not 
forget the condition v(h)<a. For example if h = f. io,ll, there are two extremsl 
measures in & of densities 
(--&Sh&)x+ShJT, xc& 
ChdT(x-l), O<x<l, 
1, XH, 
1, XCQ, 
f*(x) = Ch 42 x, @<x<l, 
(JZSh JZ)x +!e-fi-$eJil x > 1. 
This gives the boundary points + 00 and - 00. 
If h = l[O,co[, there is only one extremal measure of density: 
f( 1 X = 
i 
-x+$, xco, 
e-cx 
Jz 
9 x>o. 
So &(+00;)=0and U,J-OO,~)>O,SOS~=(+QC)}. 
We may also get (+ @-strongly special functions and ( -, ~)-strz@y special 
functions. For that we remark that the potential kernel associated bo h = l~~,il s 
given by 
(Vf E L$cW 
I 
x 
c +(1-2x) f(Y)dY + cl-2y)fty) dy, . x CO, 
Wf= 
-00 
C’f Ay lib 
(We do not mind of x E [0, 11.) 
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We obtain with this result that a function f of L’,(dx) is 
(+ a)-strongly special if and only if x + xf(x) is integrable on [0, + a[, 
ly special if and only if s + xf(x) is integrable on ] - 06, 03. 
For example the function f given by 
1 
0 on]-Oo, 11, 
fW= 1 
‘;T onL +a[ 
is ( - @-strongly special :lnd not special. 
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